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TWO WAYS WE’RE CHANGING

CONNECTING SYSTEMS-OF-RECORD
RAPID CUSTOM EXTENDIBILITY

1.
2.

ERP, Accounting, Payroll, POS, CRM, IoT – the list of systems that top 
performing retailers use has grown drastically over the past decade.
The problem for the employee on the ground, however, has remained
the same: how to execute duties with minimal wasted effort.

Employees of today are required to be professional software users; 
jumping from ERP to Accounting to shared collaboration tools multiple 
times every day. While this ensures that records are kept up to date,
it’s of little help if it keeps employees from doing their jobs.

JourneyApps provides an answer: custom apps (mobile and desktop)
that guide employees through processes and automatically get the 
required information back to all the systems-of-record that need to be 
updated and kick-off follow-on processes.

We’ll solve your 
immediate need, fast 
(and include unlimited 
updates to extend 
solutions as you realize 
what’s needed next).



JourneyApps allows Shoprite Area Managers to conduct Brand 
Standard Audits across its 178 fast food outlets and updates their 
Business Intelligence dashboards in real time.

Pick n Pay’s Store Execution Team uses a custom JourneyApps 
solution to report incidents over its network of over 1400 stores and 
kick-off maintenance, merchandising and stock-taking processes.

With a custom Quality Audit app, staff in 3 Woolworths distribution 
centers serving a network of over 220 upmarket stores perform daily 
quality control audits and update stock levels on ERP as well as send 
automatic exception reports to Procurement.

JourneyApps helped online retail giant Takealot.com implement 
a custom Proof of Delivery app that allows drivers to record goods 
picked-up, mark them as on their way, navigate to delivery
addresses and get delivery acceptance from customers.

A custom in-trade invoicing application allows Coca-Cola bottler, 
Peninsula Beverages, to conduct over 1000 deliveries every day, 
integrating stock levels with SAP and printing invoices on site 
through Bluetooth printers.

IMMEDIATE NEED:
Brand Standard Compliance

CUSTOM EXTENSION:
A Training Assessment process that 
confirms employee certification and 
updates payroll systems.

IMMEDIATE NEED:
Incident Reporting

CUSTOM EXTENSION:
Job card creation, maintenance 
scheduling, team communications.

IMMEDIATE NEED:
Auditing supplier stock

CUSTOM EXTENSION:
Admin user role for management 
spot checks.

IMMEDIATE NEED:
Proof of Delivery

CUSTOM EXTENSION:
Customer feedback process,
vehicle inspection process.

IMMEDIATE NEED:
Stock Tracking

CUSTOM EXTENSION:
Mobile invoice printing, live
route tracking and mobile
payment acceptance.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORIES


